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Abstract 

.- As described in a previous article,’ the pre- 
injector linac for SSRL’s 3 GeV synchrotron is fed by 
a 2 MeV, 1.5 A, low-emittance microwave gun, consist- 
ing of a thermionic cathode mounted in the first cell of 
a l-l/2-cell S-band cavity. In this article, we report on 
the successful operation of the low-emitta;nce gun, the 

_ longitudinally-bunching alpha-magnet, and the three- 
microbunch FET-pulsed beam-chopper. Simulations 
predict a normalized rms emittance at the gun exit of 

- less than 10 A * WC . pm; chromatic effects in transport 
.- optics increase this to approximately 30 ?r . mc . pm. 

.~ The gun was specifically designed to have a longitudi- 
nal phase-space suited to magnetic compression, as a 
result of which we predict that peak currents in excess 
of 300 A in a 1 ps bunch are feasible with the existing 
alpha-magnet. Results of simulations and experiments 
will be presented and compared. 

Introduction 

A variety of applications demand low-emittance, 
high-current electron beams. Among these are 
free-electron lasers, linear colliders, novel accelera- 
tion methods, and synchrotron radiation from micro- 
undulators. A number of approaches are discussed in 
the literature21314 that address the problem of produc- 
ing low-emittance, high-current beams. Among these 
are very small cathodes, laser-pulsed photocathodes, RF 
fields in the gun, multistage bunching, subharmonics in 
the accelerating field, and damping rings. 

Each of these ideas is an attempt to deal with one 
or more of the effects that can spoil beam-emittance 
as current is increased. Among these effects are space- 
charge forces, t ime-dependent focusing from RF fields, 
-nonlinear transverse RF fields, and beam-transport 
aberrations. The microwave-gun concept’ attempts to 
obtain lower emittance by rapidly accelerating the elec- 
tron beam, using the high gradients possible in an RF 
cavity. Several successful microwave gun designs exist 
that utilize photocathodes,6l7 and these show the great- 
est promise as “solutions” to the problem of low emit- 
tance and high current. However, the addition of the 
laser and photocathode greatly increases the complex- 
ity and cost of the gun, so that for many applications 

*Work supported by Department of Energy contract 
DE-AC03-76SF00515. 

a thermionic microwave gun is more appropriate. Com- 
pared to conventional DC gun systems, a thermionic 
microwave gun can provide several orders of magnitude 
increase in peak current and brightness, without a sig- 
nificant increase in system complexity. 

Gun Design Overview ,~-f- 

The SSRL RF gun was designed in collaboration 
by SSRL, AET Associates, and Varian Associates, for - 
use as the electron source for the SSRL 150 MeV linear 
accelerator, as part of the SSRL 3 GeV Injector Project. _ 
While the needs of the Injector Project did not demand 
a gun with the performance level of the SSRL RF gun, 
it did provide an opportunity for research that a system 
based on a DC gun would not have provided. 

The gun design had a number of goals, which were _ 
chosen not only with the needs of the SSRL Injector 
in mind, but also with the intention of producing an - 
electron source appropriate for some of the applications 
mentioned above. These goals were: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

For a current density at the cathode of 
J 5 100 A/cm2, each bunch injected into the 
linac should contain at least 10’ usable electrons; 
i.e., electrons with momenta > 80% of the peak 
momentum in the bunch. 

Peak momentum of 2 to 3 MeV/c in the bunches, 
for peak on-axis electric fields in the second cell 
of less than 120 MV/m. 

Near-linear, monotonic dependence of momen- 
tum p(t) on exit-time for 20 to 40 ps during a 
bunch, in order to allow magnetic bunch com- 
pression. 

Gently converging beam in the gun for a wide 
range of current densities (J < 100A/cm2) for 
field levels that produce 2 to 3 MeV/c peak mo- 
mentum. 

Normalized rms emittance, cX - x ((x2)(pz)- 

(Z-Px) ) 2 112, for the useful beam (as defined in 
goal 1) of less than 15~ . mc. pm, over the same 
range of conditions. 

Manageable (i.e., less than 5 W  average at 10 pps 
for a 2 ps pulse) back-bomdardment power due 
to electrons returning’ to hit the cathode. 
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the gun cavity. 
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Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the gun, 
which%e&sts of a demountable, thermionic cathode in 
the first half-cell of a l-l/2-cell S-band RF cavity. In or- 
der to thermally isolate the cathode from the metal walls .- 
of the cavity, the annular focusing structure around the 
cathode is also a thermal barrier made from metallized 
ceramic. RF electrical contact between the focusing 
structure and the cathode is obtained using a toroidal 

- tungsten-wire spring around the cathode stem. Optical 
pyrometry shows that this configuration allows cathode 
temperatures of more than 11OOOC to be obtained, with 
a temperature variation of less than 5OC over the cath- 
ode surface, which is 6 mm in diameter. 

The assumptions of design goal 1 turned out to be 
- conservative in terms of the current density needed to 

obtain the desired beam intensity. The limiting factor 
on current was, in fact, the amount of RF power avail- 
able to the gun. Obtaining beam momenta of the level 
desired implies cavity wall losses of about 1 .MW. It was 
anticipated that about 4 M W  total RF power would be 

- available to the gun, implying that 3 M W  could go into 
the beam. For an average kinetic energy of 2 MeV, this 

- implies that 1.5 A (3.3 x 10’ electrons per bunch) could 

.- be accelerated, requiring J %  30 A/cm’. In order to ob- 
.~ tam a match to the RF source under these conditions, 

the normalized load impedance of the cavity without 
beam was chosen to be b = 1 + Pbeam/Pcavity z 4. 

In order to satisfy goals 2 and 3, it was neces- 
sary to alter the excitation ratio of the two cells from 
the usual one-to-one ratio. In particular, the excitation 
level of the second, full cell is approximately 2.9 times 
that of the first, half cell as seen in Fig. 2. This.permits 
the gun to be operated over a wide range of gradient 
levels without obtaining the sinusoidal p(t) curve that 
appears when particles arrive in the second cell ahead 
of the RF crest. If one characterizes the excitation level 
of the gun in terms of the peak, on-axis electric field 
at the RF crest in the second cell, Ep2, then operation 
in the range 50MV/m < Ep2 < SOMV/m (giving max- 
imum momentum between 1.3 MeV/c and 3.3 MeV/c) 
produces a beam that is compatible with magnetic com- 
pression. Higher excitation levels are preferred in order 
to obtain more efficient extraction of beam from the gun, 
resulting in higher currents for the same current density. 

The shape of the focusing structure was arrived 
at using the PIC-code MASK8 in order to satisfy design 
goals 4 and 5. The shape of the cavities themselves was 
not altered appreciably from that used for Varian medi- 
cal linacs. More details of the simulations were reported 
in an earlier article,l and further details will be made 
available in the future.g 

-- As for design goal 6, it was found that back- 
bombardment power would exceed 5 W  average cath- 
ode for current densities greater than about 50 A/cm2 
for the nominal operating gradient of Ep2 = 75 MV/m. 
Fortunately, it is not necessary to use such high current 
densities in order to obtain the desired beam current 
(nor would it have been possible, given the available RF 
power). 

Operating experience with the gun to date in- 
dicates that the design goals have been largely met, 
Specifics of the longitudinal and transverse phase-space 
characterization are presented below. Here we offer a 
few general comments on our operating experience. Sta- 
ble currents of up to 1.65 A (about 3.6~ 10’ electrons per 
bunch) have been obtained with approximately 3.5 M W  
RF power, though the current installation of the gun 
does not provide sufficient RF power to exceed about 
900 mA. While back-bombardment is in evidence, it is 
a relatively minor effect, permitting effective control of ; 
gun current via cathode filament power. The cathode 
currently in the gun (installed after the first cathode 
was poisoned by a vacuum leak) has been run for about 
500 hours so far with no sign of degradation. 

Gun-to-Linac Transport Line 
-.-f 

The Gun-toLinac transport line (“GTL line”) 
shown schematically in Fig. 3 serves four main functions. 
Each of these functions will be mentioned briefly here, - 
then discussed in more detail in subsequent sections. 

First, the GTL line provides bunching of the beam 
in order to match to the longitudinal acceptance of the 
linear accelerator, so that a small momentum spread is 
obtained at the end of the three accelerator sections. 

Second, it allows the filtering out of low- 
momentum particles. These two functions are achieved - 
using an alpha-magnet .l” 

Third, the GTL line contains quadrupoles and 
steering dipoles to control the transverse beam size 
and trajectory. Aside from the obvious need for such 
elements in order to obtain good transmission, the 
quadrupoles are required as part of the momentum fil- 
ter (for good resolution), and to match the beam to the 
transverse acceptance of the accelerator, while at the 
same time providing a well-focused beam for proper op- 
eration of the chopper. 

Fourth, the GTL line contains the FET-pulsed 
beam-chopper, permitting the injection into the linac of 
only three S-band bunches of the train of several thou- 
sand that emerge from the gun during the RF pulse; 
the rationale for this mode of operation will be discussed 
below. 

Simulations of the GTL line are done using the 
second-order tracking/integrating code elegantg, which 
interfaces to MASK and allows a variety of numeri- 
cal experiments (e.g., spectrum and emittance measure- 
ments) to be done with only modest effort. The code 
does not include space-charge effects, which is believed 
to be an acceptable approximation for the energy and 
current we are dealing with. Quadrupoles are simulated 
with fringe-fields using a trapizoidal approximation to 
the measured gradient as a function of longitudinal po- 
sition. Alpha-magnets are implemented in terms of ma- 
trices, to third order.g 
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Fig. 2. Radial (dashed) and longitudinal (solid) electric field profiles for the RF gun. 
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.- 

I ._ -Magnetic Bunch Compression 
- - 

The principle of magnetic bunching can be 
used on a beamline with momentum-dependent path 
lengths, which in terms of the transport matrix of the 
beamline,” means a nonzero matrix element Rzs = 
J- P(s)l~(s)l d s, where D is the dispersion and p is 
the bending radius. An additional requirement for the 
beamline is zero dispersion at the end of the beamline, 
in order to avoid increasing the beam-size due to energy 
spread. Finally, in order to permit momentum filtra- 
tion, it is necessary to have nonzero dispersion in a loca- 
tion where an obstruction can be moved into the beam. 
All of these requirements can be satisfied with a system 
containing an alpha magnet,” which to first-order is 
achromatic in the transverse planes and has momentum- 
dependent path lengths. 

The beam from the gun has a near-linear, mono- 
tonic dependence of exit time on momentum: texit(p) m 

- to + (dtexit/dP)o (P - PO), where (dt,xit/dp) < 0 and 
p E P7. To bunch the beam, all particles of inter- 
est must arrive at the linac (or some distance inside - 
it) at the same time; i.e., that tarrival = texit(P) + 

_~ -- Atdrift + Ato = constant. 

The time-of-flight in a drift space is Atdrift = 
(Ldrift/PC), while the time-of-flight in the alpha magnet 
is: 

Ata(p) = $ 

112 
(MW , 

where 

K, = 4.64210 

and the numerical constant, 4.64210, was determined by 
numerical integration.g For reasonably small momentum 
spread, one can expand tarrival to first order in 6 = 

- (p - pO)/pO. Setting the term proportional to 6 equal 
to zero, one obtains the condition for bunching: 

VB, = P,K: lo, - 1/(2Po)12 
{cpo(dtexit/dP) + Ldrift lO, - (llP,)l}2 ’ 

Beam Chopper 

Since the SSRL gun uses a thermionic cathode, 
emission occurs throughout the RF pulse, resulting in 
the acceleration of several thousand S-band bunches out 
of the gun. Because of the intensity of these bunches, 
beam-loading in the subsequent linear accelerator sec- 
tions would make it impossible to accelerate all of these 
bunches to the desired energy of 150 MeV. In addition, 
the booster RF frequency is 358 MHz, meaning that 
only three to five consecutive S-band bunches can be 
captured in a booster RF bucket. Hence, even if all of 
the bunches generated by the gun could be accelerated 
to the desired energy, at most 60% of the charge would 
be captured, implying high radiation levels due to the 
loss of the other 40% at 150 MeV. 

Several solutions are possible. One is to have a 
resonant chopper (i.e., a transverse deflecting RF cav- 
ity) that would admit a train of “S-band triplets” into 
the linac at some subharmonic frequency of 358 MHz. 
While this would solve the problem with bunches being 
injected into the Booster at the wrong phase, it would 
still result in beam going into the Booster for a much 
longer time than necessary to fill the available Booster 
RF buckets. Hence, an additional chopper would be 
needed to limit the length of the train of triplets to per: 
mit filling of less than a third of the Booster circum- 
ference, consistent with the length of the injection and 
ejection kicker pulses. Even with such a system, the in- 
tensity of the individual bunches would be such as to 
produce significant beam-loading in the linear accelera- 
tor, meaning that the intensity of the individual bunches 
might need to be reduced in order to avoid excessive en- 
ergy spread at injection. -.-f 

A simpler solution is to attempt to inject a single 
S-band triplet into the linac, using a fast-pulsed trans- _ 
verse deflector capable of imparting significantly differ- 
ent deflection to bunches separately by only 350 ps. 
This is the system adopted, as shown schematically 
in Fig. 4. Before and after the chopper itself are 
permanent-magnet deflectors that serve to deflect the 
beam into an absorber when the chopper is off, and cor- 
rect the angle of the bunches that emerge from the chop- _ 
per when it is pulsed. 

The chopper chamber contains a 0.4-m-long 
parallel-plate transmission line with a gap of 1.84 cm, 
down which is sent a pulsed (1.7 ps) TEM-mode wave 
that rises from 0 to 7 kV in 10 ns. Hence, during the 
pulser rise-time, bunches of momentum p separated in 
time by ATb, experience deflections that differ by ap- 
proximately [2(dV/dt) ATb (l/gap) Lplates]/(pc). For 
a 2.5 MeV/c beam and the pulse parameters just given, 
this comes out to about a 4 mrad deflection between 
successive S-band bunches. Taking the distance, L,, 
from the midpoint of the plates to the slits as the mo- 
ment arm, one can calculate the approximate trans- 
verse displacement of subsequent bunches. In our case, 
L, = 0.33m, giving a transverse displacement between 
bunches of just over 1 mm. 

Using a slit with a full aperture of 4 mm and not- 
ing that the beam-size at the slits is f2 mm, this system 
will let through parts of seven bunches. Only for three of 
these bunches will most of the charge be let through. For 
two of the others, half of the charge will be let through, 
while the remaining two will have only a small amount 
of their charge admitted into the linac. Detailed sim- 
ulations confirm that this rough calculation is valid, as 
does operational experience with the chopper.g Images 
of the beam on a screen downstream of the chopper show 
three to five bunches separated vertically by the time- 
dependent deflection produced by the chopper. 
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_ -.- Transverse Phase-Space 
- 
Figure 5 shows the predicted, normalized rms 

emittance in each plane of the “useful” beam (as de- 
fined above) at the gun exit, as a function of charge in 
the beam obtained through variation of the current den- 
sity in MASK simulations with Ep2 = 75 MV/m. Note 
that the actual emittance at the end of the GTL line 
is predicted to be significantly greater than the emit- 
tance at the gun exit, because of chromatic aberra- 
tions in the quadruoples and because we make use of 
&lo% momentum spread. In addition, because the al- 
pha magnet introduces coupling, one can obtain signifi- 
cantly smaller emittance in one plane at the expense of 
larger emittance in the other plane. Because of these 
effects, it is better to speak in terms of the geomet- 
ric mean, r = (c,cy) II2 of the emittances in the two 
planes. Simulations predict that for our nominal oper- 
ating gradient of Ep2 = 75 MV/m, 7 at the end of the 
GTL is less than 30 ?r . m,c . pm for current densities up 
to 40 A/cm2, with only a weak dependence on current 
density, due in part to the overriding effect of chromatic 
abberations (compare Fig. 5). 

- . The GTL features an insertable screen just be- 
fore the beam-chopper, which can be used in conjunc- 
tion with the quadrupole just after the alpha magnet 
to make measurements of beam size versus quadrupole 
strength._This data can be used to deduce the sigma 
matrix, from which the emittance can be obtained.i2 
Data from such a measurement at low current for the 
horizontal plane, together with results from .a simu- 
lated measurement done using elegant, are shown in 
Fig. 6. The indicated normalized emittance from the 
experiment is approximately 35 x . m,c . pm, compared 
to 25 7r. mc. pm from the simulation. Other measure- 
ments confirm horizontal normalized emittances in the 
range of 35 to 40 A. WC . pm. As of this writing, mea- 
surements exist only for the horizontal plane. Future 
work will report on the emittances for both planes. 

Longitudinal Phase-Space 

Figure 7 shows MASK longitudinal phase-space 
results for the gun for typical running parameters 
of Ep2 = 75MV/m and J = 10A/cm2. As mentioned 
above, for a wide range of operating gradients, the lon- 
gitudinal phase-space of the gun is characterized by 
a near-linear, monotonic dependence of momentum on 
exit-time. Note that the momentum distribution is well- 
peaked near the maximum momentum, and that the 
particles are similarly bunched in time. In general, 
about 50% of the particles exiting the gun are within 
20% of the maximum momentum, and these same par- 
ticles extend over about 25 ps. For higher currents 
at the same gradient, the momentum peak is broader, 
as expected from the mutual. repulsion of electrons in 
the beam; roughly speaking, one might find as much 
as a factor of two broadening of the peak in going to 

J = 40A/cm2 from J = 10A/cm2, depending on the 
gradient. 

Spectrum measurements can be made using a 
moveable scraper in the alpha magnet, together with 
the current toroids before and after the alpha magnet. 
Given such measurements, one can make a number of 
comparisons with simulations. For example, one can 
look at the dependence of the position of the momen- 
tum peak on the gradient. Unfortunately, there are no 
field probes in the gun, so the gradient must be deduced . . 
from power conservation: 

EP2 z 69 P,avity)1’2 

= 6g (Pforward - ‘reflected - ‘beam)“’ ’ 
where the electric field is expressed in MV/m and power 
in MW. The beam power can be inferred from the spec- 
trum measurement, with account taken of losses in the- 
transport line. Following this procedure, one can obtain 
an experimental relationship between the position of the 
momentum peak and the gradient. For “low-current” 
running (i.e., running with less than 100 mA average 
current), we obtain reasonable agreement with simula- 
tions, as shown in Fig. 8. 

High-current (i.e., greater than 100 mA average 
current) experimental data seem to indicate that the 
actual power going into electrons is about twice what 
can be accounted for based on measurements of beam - 
power transmitted through the alpha magnet; possible 
explanations under investigation are secondary electrons 
generated in the gun,13 calibration errors in the detector 
diodes, stray external magnetic fields, and transverse RF 
fields due to coupling slots. 

One can also compare measured momentum dis- 
tributions to calculated momentum distributions by 
matching the peaks of the distributions. Because of the 
space-charge effect mentioned just above, this is sub- 
ject to the ambiguity of not knowing the current den- 
sity. However, this effect does not become prominent 
except at current densities in excess of about 30 A/cm2. 
Since such current densities correspond to average cur- 
rents in excess of 1 A, we do not expect to see significant 
broadening in the momentum spectrum for running be- 
low this current level. This expectation is confirmed by 
experiment, and an example of a comparison between a 
measured and simulated spectrum is shown in Fig. 9. 

Simulations with MASK and elegant predict that 
it is possible to obtain bunch lengths of 1 ps for a 
wide variety of gun operating conditions. For our nom- 
inal operating gradient of 75 MV/m, a current density 
of 10 A/cm2 is predicted to result in a peak-current 
of 125 A, with 6 x 10” electrons per S-band bunch 
and F = 22 r. WC. ,um. If the current density is in- 
creased to 40 A/cm2, this becomes 347 A, with 2.3 x log 
electrons per bunch and normalized emittance of ? = 
23 a.mc.prn. 
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-While this latter operating condition requires 
more RI+power than available for the gun, the former 
operating condition has been achieved and exceeded, 

.- though the bunch length (and hence the peak current) 
has not been measured. Forthcoming experiments will 
attempt to measure the bunch length by using the third 
accelerator section phased at the field null, so as to in- 

_ traduce a t ime-dependent energy variation, which will 
be observed with a phosphorescent screen after a bend- 
ing magnet. By measuring the dependence of energy 

. spread on the field level in the third section, it should 
be possible to measure subpicosecond bunch lengths and 
hence test these predictions. 
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